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The man just stared at him, but he didn’t say a word. 

Gu Si Qian sneered. 

When Qin Yue saw this, he directly picked up his whip and lashed it over, saying angrily, 

“Young Master asked you something, didn’t you hear?Don’t answer yet!” 

The man was beaten to a scream again, but the scream passed, still with the same look 

of hatred, and then “poo” spat out a mouthful of blood towards Gu Siqian. 

Bella Qiao’s eyes were cold. 

Rather a tough one. 

Gu Siqian said without much concern, “It doesn’t matter if you don’t tell me, I can always 

think of a way if I want to know anyway.” 

He dropped his eyes slightly and fluttered, “I remember, you came to me when you were 

thirteen, right?” 

The other side did not speak. 

Gu Si Qian continued, “That year, your family was oppressed by some local politicians, 

causing your sister’s tragic death and your mother’s serious illness, you didn’t have 

money to buy medicine or send her to the hospital, so you went underground to fight 

black boxing at a young age, trying to save your own mother with your skills.” 

“I accidentally found you and saved you when you were dying from a beating from the 

other side, and I paid you to heal your mother so that you could teach the right kind of 

kung fu so you wouldn’t get killed later.” 

“When you were at your most desperate, you were given a job, and you were given 

people to work over here for food and drink and a lot of money to get, so I really can’t 

understand why you would betray me.” 



He finished, his eyes fixed on him. 

The man looked at him for a moment, and then suddenly he smiled idiotically. 

The laughter was like a cold, poisonous snake, spitting out letters that climbed up one’s 

spine, a different kind of disgusting feeling. 

Bella Qiao frowned and became even more disgusted with the person in front of her. 

She knew that the vast majority of the people around Gu Si Qian were handpicked by 

him. 

Hand-picked and personally assigned to train them, they eventually become warriors 

loyal only to him. 

She used to be, this kind of out would by no means betray him. 

So why, exactly? 

She was curious too. 

And this time, the other guy smiled idiotically as he said, “Work for me?Give me 

money?Oh…yes, you do give it, but isn’t that money what we’re selling our lives 

for?We’re just taking our own lives to earn money, but you put on a superior face and 

make it look as if you’re giving us charity, by what right?” 

As soon as he said this, not only Bella Qiao, but also Gu Si Qian and Qin Yue all frowned 

in unison. 

Gu Si Qian said in a deep voice, “So?And you chose to join them?Put the bomb in my 

room?” 

The man smirked, “Yes, I am committed to them because they not only promised to give 

me money, but they also promised, to give me a position above all others.” 

“Everybody thinks that you saved us, and we’re with you, and we have food and clothes 

and a big house to live in and money to get, and it seems like life is so much better.” 



“But who knows, we’re actually living like dogs, we’ll be the first to go if there’s danger, 

we sold our lives, but you have all the big bucks, on what grounds?” 

“With your good reincarnation?Your name is Gu?Hahahahahahaha… I’m not fu*king 

convinced!” 

His anger seemed to grow, and even his face grimaced as he said it. 

Gu Si Qian’s face was expressionless. 

He said angrily, “But whenever we have the slightest thought of betrayal, you dispose of 

it in secret, and you think I don’t know that?” 

“Why?Just because, we were once your closest subordinates and we know too many of 

your deployments and secrets, we can’t leave, we have to stay with you for the rest of 

our lives and die here, old or dead in battle!” 

“But on what grounds?Why should I, my own life has to be lived for someone else, you 

only saved me once, I consider myself to have done my best to protect you for so many 

years, I’ve already paid you back what I owe you, why should I bet my life on being 

here?” 

“I was reluctant, so when they approached me, I agreed, hahahaha, is that surprising?No 

surprise there, I’m sure.” 

“After all, I’m sure I should be the only one who thinks like me, you think you can kill me 

and you’ll be done for good?Hahahahaha, you’re so naive.” 

“People like you don’t deserve to live in this world, and you should go to hell!Being a 

cow in the afterlife will never be worthy of a man!” 

See what he said afterwards was becoming less and less true and there wasn’t a single 

useful thing to say about himself. 

Bella Qiao’s face went cold and gave a sign to Qin Yue. 

Qin Yue had moved forward and punched him in the stomach, the other man grunted in 

pain and passed out. 



Bella Qiao looked at Gu Siqian with some concern and said, “Gu Siqian…” 

“I’m fine.” 

The man made a cold sound. 

Bella Qiao knew that he had handpicked the guards under him. 

And yet there was a traitor in this lot, and now this traitor was talking about him with 

such words, and he must have felt very bad about it. 

But if Gu Si Qian didn’t show it, she didn’t know what to say at the moment. 

Half a sound, finally pursed his lips, said: “You do not think too much, in this world, 

people are doing the sky, no matter how good you do, in the end, can not resist the 

heart is not enough snake swallowing elephant, do not need to take it too heart.” 

Kusken looked up at her. 

There was actually a hint of a smile in his eyes. 

“You’re concerned about me?” 

Bella Qiao: “…” 

Seeing that look on his face, she knew that the other man’s words couldn’t affect him. 

Therefore, not bothering to talk to him here any longer, he just pushed him and walked 

out. 

When Gu Si Qian saw that she didn’t answer herself, he didn’t pursue the question, but 

the aura that was still as cold and frozen on his body was still quietly dispersed in the 

end because of the woman’s concern. 

It wasn’t until outside that Georgie slowed down. 



Pushing him, he slowly made his way over to the main building as he asked, “What was 

that guy’s name just now?” 

Gu Si Qian said in a deep voice, “His name is Yuan Jie, I met him a long time ago at the 

underground black boxing ring, he was only thirteen years old when I met him, he 

looked muscular and was fighting black boxing there.” 

“Heh!”I don’t know what came to mind, he sneered, “Quite young, but ruthless in his 

actions, he clearly didn’t have any move sets, hard on the point of not wanting to die, he 

won three matches in a row, but unfortunately the fourth match shouldn’t have been 

fought, but he still wanted to go hard on, and in the end he was almost killed on the 

spot by a power player.” 

“I couldn’t bear to see him at the time and paid to bail him out, and after asking about 

the situation, I thought he was a potential guy, so I kept him around, but I didn’t think…” 
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He fell silent, and Georgie followed suit. 

It took a moment before he smirked, “So the story of the farmer and the snake is not 

unreasonable.” 

Gu Si Qian sighed lightly. 

“Maybe.” 

Bella Qiao asked again, “Who are these people on the other side?” 

Kuskan frowned. 

“It’s been tortured, and he doesn’t know.” 

Kitty Qiao frowned. 

Gu Si Qian explained, “The other party contacted him via email, I’ve sent someone to 

trace the IP address of the email, but didn’t find it, it should have been special 



treatment, he didn’t know the identity of the other party, only that they gave him a lot 

of money and promised him a higher position.” 

“Maybe it’s true that people will move up, it’s no surprise that he said yes, where does 

being a little bodyguard here compare to being a local bigwig and leading the world on 

your own?” 

Bella Qiao sniffed and snickered right out. 

“A solo leader?He deserves it?A man who can turn on his benefactor because of an 

email from someone else is a man of questionable character and even worse brains, it’s 

a wonder he can succeed.” 

Gu Si Qian didn’t comment on her words. 

They suddenly fell silent again. 

It took a while before I heard Kitty Jo say, “So, the trail is broken again?” 

Kuskan nodded. 

“Sort of, Qin Yue is a master at this aspect of torturing confessions, he hasn’t been able 

to pry anything more out of his mouth, it’s obvious that there’s really nothing left.” 

Georgie was in a bit of a bad mood. 

The feeling of being particularly powerless and uncomfortable came back to me. 

How many times is this? 

The other side had reached between them, leaving her and Gu Siqian repeatedly injured, 

yet she couldn’t even touch their skin, or even know the other side’s identity. 

There was a strange feeling of boredom in Kitty Qiao’s heart. 

Gu Si Qian’s mood wasn’t much better, but he saw it a little more openly than Bella 

Qiao. 



It had been going round and round for so many years, and he had sensed something 

was wrong since four years ago, so all the patience he should have had was tempered in 

those four years. 

Therefore, he was not worried in the least that he would not be able to find out the 

other party’s identity. 

It was only a matter of time. 

But he didn’t say these words to Georgie. 

Because there was no way he could tell her that he had known four years ago that there 

was such a black hand behind it. 

Bella Qiao didn’t ask, and after sending him back to his room, he handed in an early rest 

and then left. 

The next day. 

When Bella Qiao went to look for Gu Si Qian, she accidentally saw Xiao Yue not far away, 

talking to a man dressed as a security guard. 

It was reasonable to say that Xiao Yue was the maid who took care of her in the inner 

courtyard, and normally there shouldn’t be any dealings with the outer security side. 

Why are they standing together? 

Bella Qiao walked over curiously. 

However, the other party was sharp-eyed enough to see her at once and immediately 

stopped talking. 

Taking a step back, he said respectfully, “Miss Joe.” 

Georgie gave him a look. 



As we got closer, we realized that although he was the castle’s bodyguard, he didn’t 

look like a man who was moving weapons at all. 

The whole man was clean and gentle, as white as a book. 

She laughed and asked Moon, “Who is this?” 

Xiao Yue’s face took on a blush, and she was a little embarrassed, “Sister Bella Qiaoao, 

his name is Su Cheng, he’s the bodyguard in our castle, because the young master was 

injured recently, he was transferred to the inner circle to protect this side of the main 

building.” 

Bella Qiao nodded and gave a knowing “oh”. 

Then, looking over both of their uncomfortable faces, they suddenly understood 

something. 

With a flash of amusement under his eyes, he chuckled lightly, “It’s a period of tight 

security, so it might be a little hard to trouble you.” 

Su Cheng was a little flattered. 

Even bowed and said, “No hard work, it’s all we should do.” 

Bella Qiao smiled and didn’t say anything else, allowing Xiao Yue to follow her. 

She noticed that Moon looked back at Su Sung as she left. 

Gee, a girl in love…. 

Although Bella Qiao often acted cold-hearted and as if she didn’t care much about 

everything, she was actually a normal person. 

Also like normal people, there is a heart of eight seals, a curious heart, and at the same 

time, a heart of blessing for those beautiful romances. 



And with Moon as the only new acquaintance she had been closer to during this time, 

she would have been happy if the other side had actually found what she loved and the 

other side was dependable. 

Thinking about this, she couldn’t help but think that some other day, when she had the 

chance, she would definitely call Ober and properly check out that Su Cheng’s history 

and background. 

Although, someone who could be transferred to this side of the main building by Gu 

Siqian must not be some unclean person. 

But in the end, it’s more reassuring to look it up. 

Thinking that, her lips curled up in a smile. 

Soon, they arrived at Gu Si Qian’s room. 

Xiao Yue didn’t go in, but stayed outside, staying with the maids outside, chatting with 

them or helping them with their work, just waiting for Bella Qiao to be sent out 

whenever she needed anything. 

In the bedroom, Gu Si Qian was leaning over the bed reading a book. 

He wasn’t wearing a shirt, his entire upper body was covered in bandages, and he 

leaned there in the exact manner of a good, sick man recovering from his injuries. 

It was rare to see him so well behaved, and Georgie smiled and walked over. 

“How are you feeling today?” 

Kusken looked up at her and said, “It can’t die.” 

“Gee, it would be a shame if the other side knew.” 

Her jabbing made Kuskan’s eyes glaze over. 



Keenly aware of the fact that Georgie seemed to be in a much better mood today than 

she had been yesterday. 

He simply put the book down in his hands and patted the edge of his bed. 

“Come here.” 

Georgie raised her eyebrows, “What for?” 

“Come over when I tell you to.” 

The man’s tone of voice made her a little unhappy, but after thinking about it, he was a 

patient now, what was he getting angry with a patient for? 

So, with a light snort, and without saying anything, it passed. 

Gu Si Qian’s eyes were tinted with a smile as he said, “There’s good news and bad news, 

which do you want to hear first?” 

Georgie froze and turned to look at him. 

The eyes were a little suspicious. 

For a moment, there was no hesitation in choosing the bad news. 

Gu Si Qian said in a deep voice, “The spy that we caught earlier died in the middle of the 

night last night.” 

Georgie stared at him in astonishment. 

“Dead?How did you die?” 

“In the middle of the night himself spat out the ball of cloth he had stuffed in his mouth 

and bit his tongue and died.” 

Jackie was very shocked! 



Never thought it would end up like this. 

Her face changed and changed again, and she said in a quiet voice, “Where’s the good 

news?” 

Kusken’s look was relaxed and he smiled, “On him, we found one thing.” 
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When Bella Qiao froze and frowned, she saw Gu Si Qian wave to Qin Yue who was 

standing not far away. 

Qin Yue immediately sent one thing up. 

Gu Si Qian took it and handed it to Bella Qiao, “Take a look.” 

Bella Qiao took a look at it, but it was a map. 

Gu Si Qian said, “It was originally a tattoo on his back, at first none of us saw anything, 

in the end it was Qin Yue who noticed something wrong with the tattoo’s pattern, and 

only after analyzing it in detail did he come up with such a map and had it drawn.” 

Bella Qiao frowned at the curved lines on it and asked, “Where is this a map of?” 

Kusken shook his head, “I don’t know.” 

“No?Then what good news is that.” 

She was a little disgruntled. 

Gu Si Qian chuckled lightly, “If that’s all it was, it really doesn’t count, but by mistake, 

when Qin Yue handed me this map, I found something familiar, so I took out the piece 

of jade we had bid on earlier and compared it, and guess what.” 

Bella Qiao stared at him blankly. 

From the side, Gu Si Qian took out the piece of jade and handed it to her. 



“Compare yourself.” 

Georgie took it, put it on paper, and compared it. 

It took a while to realize with alarm that the map on the paper was the same as the 

pattern on the jade! 

What’s going on here? 

Gu Si Qian explained in a deep voice, “I suspect that the pattern on the jade palm is not 

a character at all, but a part of a very large map.” 

“Didn’t we find out earlier that there were twelve pieces of those jades?Maybe each 

piece has a different pattern on it, representing part of the map, and if we find all twelve 

pieces, we can put together a whole map and finally find what we really want.” 

Bella Qiao frowned, feeling vaguely that this matter seemed to be getting more and 

more complicated. 

She looked at Gu Si Qian and asked, “But this thing, why is it tattooed on his back?Aren’t 

you afraid of being discovered by someone?” 

Kusken shook his head. 

“I’m not sure about that at the moment, but it does prove that he should have been 

lying to us before, at least part of the time he wasn’t telling the truth.” 

Bella Qiao frowned. 

At this point, she thought of it too. 

If the truth was as they said, he was simply because he was dissatisfied with the current 

status quo that Gu Siqian was giving them and couldn’t leave or he would be retaliated 

by Gu Siqian. 

That’s why he only agreed when they approached him for help and promised him a 

large sum of money, thus doing something like that. 



So, how do you explain the tattoo on his back? 

Don’t tell me he didn’t know what the tattoo was, and if he didn’t, how could he agree 

to have such a strange design tattooed on his body? 

But if he knew, then it meant that he had already sensed something. 

Admiration or the fact that, unlike what he himself had said, he had agreed to do this 

with a certain purpose in itself. 

Did the other side just happen to find him, or was it all just a way for him to cover his 

tracks? 

In fact, he was the one that the other party had been secretly sending to lurk around Gu 

Si Qian? 

Bella Qiao didn’t know, and couldn’t be sure, she only felt that things were now 

complicated. 

Although most people know about the heavenly book of jade, actually seeing it with 

their own eyes is not the same as having seen the previous 

There are a handful of people with facial patterns. 

She wondered from what source the man had seen the pattern and tattooed it onto his 

back. 

Not to mention, what purpose he had been lurking around Gu Si Qian for. 

If it was as he suspected, he wasn’t really taking orders from those people at all, but had 

an agenda of his own. 

And what was the benefit to him of killing Gu Siqian, what did he really want? 

Georgie didn’t know the answer. 

I’m sure no one can give her an answer at this point. 



Thinking about it, a very strange feeling came over Georgie’s heart. 

She always felt as if this matter had been precisely calculated from start to finish, as if 

every step of her and Gu Siqian’s had been calculated by the other party. 

No matter what they do, the other side seems to easily get what they want from them 

and disrupt their position. 

This man, who the hell is he? 

All this effort to plan all this, and for what? 

Kusken obviously had the same confusion as she did. 

He was silent and said, “I’ll send someone to investigate in detail again, all his contacts 

over the years, and who else is in his family’s background, you don’t have to worry too 

much, I don’t believe it, I really won’t be able to find out any results at all.” 

Georgie nodded and looked at him, but in the end she couldn’t resist giving in. 

“You be careful in all things.” 

“Well, I know.” 

After she left, only then did Gu Siqian order Qin Yue to do something more, handing 

over to him to go down and check. 

Georgie goes out, finds Moon, and takes her back to her room. 

Xiao Yue looked at her and smiled, “Sister Bella Qiaoao, what did you and Young Master 

just say?” 

Bella Qiao turned to look at her and laughed lightly, “Why do you ask?” 

“It’s nothing, just curious.” 

Her eyes blinked, obviously full of gossip. 



Bella Qiao was inexplicably embarrassed by the way she looked at him, it was obvious 

that he hadn’t done anything, but with this little girl looking at him like that, it looked as 

if he had really done something. 

She couldn’t help it and raised her hand to tap her lightly on the head, scolding her 

gently, “Don’t be ridiculous!” 

After a pause, he suddenly turned to look at her and asked with a smile, “Rather you, I 

saw you with that Su Cheng today, have you known each other for a long time?” 

Bella Qiao’s obviously gossipy question caused Xiao Yue’s face to redden. 

She fidgeted, “I, we haven’t known each other long.” 

Bella Qiao tsked twice and shook her head, “Why don’t I look and feel like it?It’s not like 

you’ve just met, judging by your familiarity.” 

Moon’s face reddened even more. 

She seemed to be in a bit of a hurry, but she didn’t know how to explain it. 

It took half a moment before I had to say, “Sister Bella Qiaoao, don’t make fun of me 

anymore, Brother Su Cheng and I are just from the same place, we’re considered old 

friends, that’s why we talk a little more, actually we’re nothing.” 

As she said this, she couldn’t help but feel a flash of loss under her eyes. 

How shrewd Kitty Qiao was, though she had tried very hard to conceal her thoughts, but 

she had seen them at once. 

Restraining his smile, he squared down, looked at her seriously and asked, “You’re not 

together yet?Or do you like him, he just doesn’t know it yet?” 

By now, Moon’s face was so red that it seemed as if it was about to drip blood. 

 


